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 It stars Sunil Dutt, Shammi, Hema Malini, Mala Sinha, Pran, Raza Murad, Helen, Iftekhar and Johnny Walker in pivotal roles.
The film is a remake of the 1965 Kannada film Swargaseema. Plot Jasbir Singh (Sunil Dutt) and Rupa (Hema Malini) are two
orphaned sisters living together. One day, Jasbir Singh is offered a job to take care of his brother's daughter at the place of the
widowed Rajni (Shammi). Jasbir later takes his brother's family to his brother's place, where he meets Rajni. Rupa becomes
envious of her sister's beautiful appearance and develops an affair with Jasbir. After a quarrel with Rupa, Rajni decides to

separate her children from their adoptive parents and return to her parents' house. On her return, Rajni is soon murdered by the
man who had promised her a good job in America. The man (Pran) who was Rupa's lover at that time, takes the blame and is

imprisoned for the crime. Rupa is soon sent to jail, where she falls for her cellmate's son, a youth named Pramod (Raza Murad).
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When the truth is out, Pramod tries to reveal to the police that Rupa had committed the murder, but the cops refuse to believe
his story. So, he breaks into Rupa's jail cell and commits suicide. Cast Sunil Dutt as Jasbir Singh Shammi as Rajni Hema Malini

as Rupa Mala Sinha as Padma Johnny Walker as Rajendra Pran as Dr. Mukherjee Raza Murad as Pramod Helen as Mrs. Jain
Iftekhar as Pratap Singh Chaman Puri as Daan Singh Mano as Tarak Nath Jain Hiralal as Seth Singh Soundtrack The film had
background score and music composed by Ilaiyaraaja. The soundtrack was released on LP by the labels HMV and EMI, before

starting in theatre. The LP was also released on cassette. References External links Category:Films scored by Ilaiyaraaja
Category:1970s Hindi-language films Category:1972 films Category:Fil 82157476af
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